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so, i have already give the review of the sanskrit literature part of this chamatkar chintamani. now you have a thorough idea about chamatkar chintamani. now we will be going through some handpicked ancient sanskrit literatures. so without any further ado, let us start the chamatkar chintamani series. so one of the greatest
ancient texts, one of the greatest vedic literatures, is in the form of a novel. and it is chamatkar chintamani. this chamatkar chintamani is not a story, it is the guide to the science of jnanayoga. so i have already went through it, in the sanskrit part of this chamatkar chintamani. so now i will be going through the english part of this
chamatkar chintamani and tell you the translation of the sanskrit verse into english so that you can understand better. so what we have in this chamatkar chintamani, chamatkar means chintamani is the science of chanting. thats why in this verse, we are saying jnanavayor jnanavayor jnanavayor means jnanavayor. so this
chamatkar chintamani is not a story, its a jnasayoga book. it is a guide to the science of jnayoga. so these handpicked ancient verses are chamatkar chintamani. so now we will start analyzing the most ancient and obsolete human literature. so without any further ado, we shall start analyzing the most ancient and obsolete human
literature. so without any further ado, i will start analyzing the ancient and obsolete human literature. so one of the greatest ancient texts, one of the greatest vedic literatures is chamatkar chintamani. so this chamatkar chintamani is not a story, it is the guide to the science of jnayoga, so jnanam: mantra. so this mantra removes
kali-kalmasa, the feeling of that chourma, we have to give up. instead mantra, mantra, mantra is given to us. so that he is there, then prem. so specifically in this kali yuga, the lord does not incarnate, though krishna is saying:
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